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The reconstruction era in the United States began at the end of the Civil War in 1863 and ended during President Ulysses Grant's last term in 1877. Not ready to purchase a subscription? Click to download a free sample version of download sampleReconstruction Era in the United States began at the end of the Civil War in 1863 and
ended during the last term of President Ulysses Grant in 1877. This era has three goals, to bring back southern states to the Union, to restructure the society of southern states, and to free an African-American from slavery. Constitutional changes have also attempted to achieve equality, but have been partially unsuccessful because of
opposition from southern states. But in the 1960s, it laid the groundwork for civil rights activists. Check out the fact set below for more information on rebuilding the era or alternatively you can download our 26-page reconstruction era sheet package to use in the classroom or home environment. Key Facts &amp; InformationThe start of
era reconstructionSCican war in the U.S. was a struggle between the Union, or the northern states of America, and the Confederacy, southern states. Southern states secede from the Union because they wanted to create their laws. They also wanted northern states to comply with the Refugee Slavery Act and dredd-scott's decision.
Southern states relied on their slaves for their agricultural industry. The Southern states lost the Civil War, and the era of reconstruction began with President Lincoln writing a 10 percent plan. It states that if ten percent of southern residents sign an oath of allegiance to the Union and abide by the president's declaration of emancipation,
they will be allowed to be part of the Union.The era of reconstruction later became a struggle for freedom, for civil and political rights for African-Americans in the United States. AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTIONThe 13th Amendment to the Constitution It was handed over on January 31, 1865 and ratified on December 6, 1865,
mostly northern states. The first attempt to free the slaves happened before the 13th century. But the president was unsure whether such a statement had constitutional authority. He suggested congress make these constitutional changes. Congress created the 13th Congress of the European Congress. Southern states refused to abide
by this amendment. They created black codes to ensure white supremacy. Black laws deny African-Americans equal civil rights, such as contracting and enforcement, or lawsuits and lawsuits. 14. Appendixpsed on June 13, 1866 and ratified on July 19, 1868.Historians it is one of the most important changes because it ensures equality
and due process of law for all citizens of America.The XVIII Amendment Section 1 states that all persons born and naturalized in the United States, and are subject to their jurisdiction are citizens of the United States and the state where they reside. The same amendment, written by Congressman John A. Bingham of Ohio, also ensures
that no states create or enforce any law that crumpled the privileges or immunities of United States citizens. He used the term no state to correct the First Amendment, which states the word Congress. She also tried to overturn dred-scott's decision by the Supreme Court in 1857, when African-Americans are not entitled to freedom and
can never be an American citizen. This amendment was not fully implemented until the 1960s, when civil rights activists used these three amendments to fight for equal rights. 15. Amendment This amendment was to give all American citizens, including freed African-Americans, the right to vote. It was approved on 26 February 2005. This
time they were also granted political rights. Most southern states were not in favour of this amendment. They acknowledged this amendment, but created policies that prevent African Americans from voting. They tried to outsmit this amendment by creating policies such as not allowing people to vote if they were not registered before the
Civil War or by approving poll taxes. The Supreme Court upheld these principles. African Americans were kept away from their political rights until the civil rights movement in the 1960s. CIVIL RIGHTS ACT of 1866Authored U.S. Senator Lyman Trumbull.Aimed to establish the citizenship of African Americans in the U.S. This law was
enacted in April as the first U.S. federal law in 1866.President Andrew Johnson vetoed this act challengeing Congress' legal authority to pass this law. After the creation of the 14th so, this act failed to protect the civil rights of African Americans.One problem that occurred was the lack of federal sanctions to whoever violated this law. They
were not granted access to legal aid and therefore violations such as discrimination were not properly retribution. KKK: KU KLUX KLANA hate groups of white supremacists with the main goal of stopping federal government efforts to ensure equality for a million liberated African Americans in the South. They terrorize newly liberated
slaves, especially those who dare to run for political office, and even the white sympathizers who support them. There are reports of beatings, arson, lynchings and rapes. Its founder was a former slave trader and confederate army general, Nathan Bedford Forrest. He was also the first great wizard was first organized as a social club of
Confederate veterans in Tennessee on December 24, 1865.The Klan wore pointed white hooded dresses that made superstitious black people afraid of them. It also hid their identities from federal troops. Forest ordered his dissolution because of the growing number and abomination of the crimes he committed. Some Clans have
remained active in some parts of the South. It made Congress pass the Force Act of 1870 and the Ku Klux Klan Act in 1871, which suspended the Habeas Corpus injunction, and caused severe punishment and emphatically stopped the violence that was created. The Supreme Court declared the Ku Klux Klan unconstitutional in 1882, but
the KKK was already gone by then. The end of eras reconstruction from 1877 ended with era reconstruction.President Andrew Johnson presented a plan that reflected his support for unionism and his belief that every state has the right to govern alone. The egalitarian mission was abandoned by the Republican government in exchange
for letting Republican candidate Rutherford B. Hayes win the election. That compromise also removed Republican forces pushing for a reconstruction bill. They started creating laws that would eliminate the civil and political rights of liberated African Americans.Reconstruction Era WorksheetsThis is a fantastic package that contains
everything you need to know about the era of reconstruction on 26 in-depth pages. These are the worksheets of the reconstruction era, ideal for teaching students about the era of reconstruction in the United States, which began at the end of the Civil War in 1863 and ended during President Ulysses Grant's last term in 1877. This era has
three goals, to bring back southern states to the Union, to restructure the society of southern states, and to free an African-American from slavery. Constitutional changes have also attempted to achieve equality, but have been partially unsuccessful because of opposition from southern states. However, it laid the groundwork for civil rights
activists in the 1960s. Complete list included WorksheetsU.S. Civil War: Reconstruction Era FactsCe the Great Man MoveThe Era DivisionDates remember Movers eraComplete Me! New Era, More WordsThree GoalsTwo Types of AmericansConstitutional ChangesDecision 1877Link / quote this pageIn case you refer to any of the
content on this page on your website, use the code below to quote this page as the original source. &lt;a href= amp;gt;Reconstruction Era Facts &amp; Worksheets: &lt;/a&gt; - KidsKonnect, March 1, 2020Link appears as a reconstruction era Facts &amp; worksheets: - KidsKonnect, March 1, 2020Use with any curriculumThis sheets have
been specially designed for use with the international curriculum. You can use these sheets as they are, or you can edit them with Google Images more specific to your own student competence levels and curriculum standards. Standards.
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